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Abstract. Virtual screening (VS) is an in-silico tool for drug discovery that
aims to identify the candidate drugs through computational techniques by
screening large libraries of small molecules. Various ligand and structure-based
virtual screening approaches have been proposed in the last decades. Machine
learning (ML) techniques have been widely applied in drug discovery and
development process, predominantly in ligand based virtual screening approa-
ches. Ensemble learning is a very common paradigm in ML field, where many
models are trained on the same problem’s data, to combine in the end the results
in one improved prediction. Applying VS to massive molecular libraries (Big
Data) is computationally intensive; so the split of these data to chunks to par-
allelize and distribute the task became necessary. For many years, MapReduce
has been successfully applied on clusters to solve the problems with very large
datasets, but with some limitations. Apache Spark is an open source framework
for Big Data processing, which overcomes the shortcomings of MapReduce. In
this paper, we propose a new approach based on ensemble learning paradigm in
Apache Spark to improve in terms of execution time and precision the
large-scale virtual screening. We generate a new training dataset to evaluate our
approach. The experimental results show a good predictive performance up to
92% precision with an acceptable execution time.

Keywords: Virtual screening � Big data � Apache Spark � Machine learning
Ensemble learning

1 Introduction

The discovering of new drug is a very expensive and long process. High Throughput
Screening (HTS) is a widely used experimental tool in the drug discovery process,
where large molecular libraries are screened in fully automated environments [1].
However, with the very fast increase in the size of these libraries, HTS will be
expensive and provides a small number of hits with a high false positive and
false-negative rate [1, 2]. As an alternative, Virtual Screening (VS) is a pre-screening
technique, cheaper and faster than HTS, successfully applied to decrease (filter) the
number of compounds to be screened by generating new drug leads [2, 3]. There are
two strategies for Virtual Screening: Ligand based (LBVS) and Structure based (SBVS)
[3]. In LBVS, the existing information about the ligands is used to find compounds that
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best match a given query; this strategy can work in the absence of structural infor-
mation of the target [4]. However, in SBVS strategy, the structural information of the
target (generally proteins) is required [4].

Machine learning (ML) is a very active branch in artificial intelligence domain; it
aims to build models that can predict the output value of input data. The application of
ML in VS process is not recent; various methods have been developed in this context.
Generally, there are two main applications of ML techniques in VS process. Firstly, in
LBVS, where the common task is to distinguish between active and inactive com-
pounds in a given dataset [3–5]; secondly, in SBVS, as scoring functions to improve
structure-based binding affinity prediction [6, 7]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees (DT) are the most popular used ML
techniques. Ensemble learning is a recent paradigm in machine learning area, where the
basic concept is to train a set of base learners on the same dataset, and combine their
predictions into a single output prediction that should have better performance [8].

Recently, the number of compounds in the molecular libraries has increased con-
siderably. Applying machine learning techniques on massive libraries (Big Data) in VS
process is computationally expensive [9]. The need to sophisticated frameworks for
efficient Big Data analytics is becoming more important [9]. Apache Hadoop [10] is
one of the most popular used platforms for Big Data analytics; it includes Google’s
MapReduce model [11] as processing tool and Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) as storage system. Some limitations have been known with Google’s
MapReduce, such as acyclic data flow model, the absence of some features such as
in-memory data caching (cache reusable data), and broadcast variables (reusable data),
make it inappropriate for some applications [1]. Apache Spark [12, 13] is an open
source framework for large-scale datasets processing on clusters, which overcomes the
shortcomings of MapReduce, while providing similar scalability and fault tolerance
properties [13]. It includes a set of libraries to support a variety of compute intensive
tasks for instance Spark MLlib for Big Data machine learning [14, 15].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses briefly some
works carried out in the same context. Section 3 explains a set of methods and tech-
niques that are used to develop our work. Section 4 details the proposed approach and
the main sub-workflows. Section 5 presents and discusses the obtained results, while
the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Related Works

Lately, research works concerning machine learning on Big Data in VS process is quite
active. In [16] the authors used Spark and MapReduce programming model to
implement SVM based virtual screening. The work showed how HDFS and Spark
could be used in combination to distribute and process data in parallel, with a satis-
factory scaling behavior. In the study [17], the author developed a general pipeline to
perform machine learning on big datasets to derive predictive models using Apache
Spark. These models are generated by learning from already tested chemical sub-
stances; the results showed the effectiveness of Spark to create pipelines based on
machine learning techniques with a good scaling behavior in a distributed environment.
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Dries Harnie and his teamwork [18] re-implemented the Chemogenomics pipeline
using Apache Spark (S-CHEMO). The Chemogenomics project attempts to derive new
candidate drugs from existing experiments through a set of machine learning predictor
programs. The S-CHEMO aims to scale the existing pipeline to a multi-node cluster
without changes. The authors benchmarked S-CHEMO pipeline against the original;
the results showed almost linear speedup up to eight nodes. Where in the study [19],
the author used large unbalanced dataset to train a homogeneous ensemble learning
based on Support Vector Machine techniques. The evaluation was for two metrics, the
predictive performance of the ensemble model, and the scalability (weak and strong
scaling). The results proved that Apache Spark is a very powerful tool for Big Data
machine learning.

This synthesis allowed us to see the effectiveness of Apache Spark, machine
learning, and ensemble learning paradigm to improve the virtual screening process in
terms of execution time and predictive performance. This paper aims to exploit this
effectiveness to propose a novel approach for large scale VS, where the originality of
the approach and the main contributions can be summarized in the following points:

• Propose a process to generate a new training dataset to be used for performance
evaluation;

• Construct a heterogeneous ensemble learning model in Apache Spark using a dif-
ferent type of classifiers.

3 Methods and Materials

In this section, we will explain the methods and techniques used to develop the pro-
posed approach, which is based principally on MLlib library for Big Data machine
learning in Apache Spark, and heterogeneous ensemble learning using three different
classifiers SVM, DT and MLP.

3.1 Machine Learning Algorithms

In VS context, the common task of machine learning algorithms is the assignment of
molecular descriptors1 vector (sample) to a class. Generally, ML algorithms are divided
into two main categories:

• Supervised learning, which requires the vector of class-labels, both the input and
the target (class) values for each sample are used in the training to derive
classification/regression models [20]. The most common algorithms in this category
are; Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and
Decision Trees (DT) [20];

• Unsupervised learning: which is used when the vector of class-labels is unknown
[20].

1 http://www.moleculardescriptors.eu/.
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Support Vector Machines. Support vector machine (SVM) form a class of supervised
machine learning algorithms, which train the classifier model using pre-labeled data
[21]. The SVM algorithm in LBVS intended to separate compounds that are repre-
sented by vectors of molecular descriptors in the training dataset into active and
inactive compounds [20]. Each vector is represented as a support vector composed by
its attributes (molecular descriptors), SVM search for one target known as the optimal
hyperplane q that separates the support vectors. The optimal hyperplane q maximizes
the margin of separation between the hyperplane and the closest data points (support
vectors) on both sides of the hyperplane [21, 22].

Decision Trees. Decision Trees (DTs) is one of the most popular used supervised
machine learning technique in LBVS. The general reason of using DT is to create a
training model which can be used to predict classes of input compounds by learning
decision rules inferred from prior data (training dataset) [23]. DT algorithm attempts to
solve the problem by using tree representation. Each leaf node corresponds to a class
label, whereas non-leaf node (root or internal node) corresponds to molecular
descriptor, and branch represents a test on corresponding molecular descriptor [20, 23].
The class of unknown compound is a leaf node that it achieved over a series of
questions (nodes) and answers (deciding which branches to take) from the root node
[20]. Random Forests (RF) or Decision Forests (DF) is an ensemble classifier including
many DTs based on bagging technique [8]. For each DT classifier the training set is
constructed by random sampling with replacement from the original dataset [20].

Multi-Layer Perceptron. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward Artificial
Neural Network (feedforward ANN) consists of multiple layers (input layer, hidden
layers and output layer) [20]. Each layer consists of a variable number of neurons,
where the output layer represents the class-labels (two neurons for two class-labels:
active -inactive). Each neuron has multiple inputs associated with weights and one
output, and related to an activation function. During the training, MLP model seeks to
solve an optimization problem by optimizing the weights of each neuron, through back
propagation and gradient descent techniques. The optimization problem aims to min-
imize the mean-square error that represents the difference between the model outputs
and the correct answers (correct outputs) [20].

Ensemble Learning. In the classification context, the main idea behind the ensemble
learning paradigm is to weight several base classifiers (weak learners), and combine
them to obtain a more efficient classifier (strong learner) [8, 24]. To derive an ensemble
learning model, we need to follow two main steps. Firstly, many base classifiers are
generated and trained in a parallel (e.g. bagging) or in a sequential (e.g. Boosting)
manner [8]. Secondly, the results of base classifiers are combined, the most popular
technique of combination for classification is majority voting [8], according to Eqs. (1)
and (2) [24].

class xð Þ ¼ arg maxLi2dom cð Þ
X

k
gðck xð Þ; LiÞ

� �
ð1Þ
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Where k is the number of classifiers, ck xð Þ is the classification result of the k’th
classifier and g(c, L) defined as [24]:

1 if c ¼ L

0 if c 6¼ L

(
ð2Þ

3.2 Apache Spark for Big Data Machine Learning

For many years, Apache Hadoop [10] was the de facto standard for Big Data analytics
[25], because of its ecosystem structure that includes a set of modules appropriate to
manage this type of data; principally, Google’s MapReduce [11] for the processing and
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for the storage [25]. The Hadoop MapReduce
provides many benefits such as flexibility, scalability and fault-tolerance, but at the same
time, it has some limitations that make it not suitable for some applications such as
iterative jobs (e.g. Machine learning algorithms), and interactive analytics [1, 13, 22].

Apache Spark [12] is a highly scalable, fast and in-memory Big Data processing
engine [9]; it overcomes the shortcomings of Hadoop MapReduce model, while
retaining scalability and fault tolerance [13]; it offers an ability to develop distributed
applications using Java, Python, Scala, and R programming languages [9]. It consists of
a set of libraries for different compute intensive tasks, including Apache Spark
Streaming, Apache Spark SQL, Apache Spark GraphX, and Apache Spark MLlib [9].
In cluster mode, Spark supports three cluster managers, standalone, YARN of Hadoop
and Mesos. It can access diverse data sources including HDFS, Cassandra, HBase, and
S3 [12, 22]. The main abstraction in Spark is the Resilient Distributed Dataset
(RDD) [25], which is defined as an immutable collection of objects partitioned across
the nodes in the cluster, it can be cached in memory (as reusable data) and rebuilt if a
partition is lost through a notion of lineage [13, 22].

Spark MLlib is a distributed machine learning library; it consists of fast and scal-
able implementations of standard learning algorithms, including classification,
regression, collaborative filtering, clustering, and dimensionality reduction [15]. It also
provides a variety of underlying statistics, linear algebra, and optimization primitives.
As part of Spark ecosystem, MLlib provides a high-level API to simplify the devel-
opment of machine learning pipelines [15, 25].

3.3 The Chemistry Development Kit

The Chemistry Development Kit (CDK)2 is an open source toolkit implemented in Java
for Structural Chemo-and Bio- informatics. It provides methods for many common
tasks in molecular informatics such as the calculation of molecular descriptors [26]. In
this paper, we used CDK version 2.0 to generate a vector of molecular descriptors for
each molecule for succeeding machine learning steps [17].

2 http://sourceforge.net/projects/cdk/.
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4 Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach is based on Spark’s master-worker architecture as shown in the
figure below (see Fig. 1), using Standalone cluster manager to acquire resources on the
cluster, and HDFS as storage system; where the master node acts as NameNode of
HDFS, and each worker node acts as DataNode of HDFS.

Firstly, we create SparkContext via “new SparkContext (conf)” instance,
which allows accessing the cluster through a resources manager (Standalone). “conf”
represents SparkConf instance created via the instruction, “new SparkConf().
setAppName().set(“parameters”)” that stores the configuration parameters
to pass it to SparkContext such as the number of cores and memory size used by the
executors on worker nodes.

When loading a dataset from HDFS to an RDD via “sc.textFile(“hdfs://
…”)” method, Spark normally splits the input data into chunks or partitions. Next, the
data partitions are distributed in the cluster (over the worker nodes) and conserved at
DataNode; while NameNode only contains the metadata about the dataset kept at each
DataNode. Then, in each worker the dataset is processed, a task for each partition is
launched.

To transfer our application, we create a JAR file using Apache Maven3, which
includes all the dependencies. This JAR file is then submitted to a Spark cluster
through the command line spark-submit as follows:

“bin>spark-submit --master spark://master URL --class
Main_class / path/to/JARfile.jar”.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the proposed approach on Spark cluster.

3 https://maven.apache.org/.
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One JAR file includes all the dependencies ensure the availability of all these
dependencies in each worker node, which reduce the overall processing time. The
worker nodes process the dataset stored at DataNode (Data Block) using Ensemble-
learning workflow (see Fig. 2). When all the worker nodes complete the processing, the
master node gets back the final results.

5 Experimental Results

This section describes the proposed process to generate our training dataset to be used
to evaluate the predictive performance and the scalability, in the first section. Next, in
the second section we will present and discuss the obtained results.

5.1 Dataset Generation

In this paper, we chose to study HIV/AIDS disease, which still does not have a
practical drug. The main obstacle in the treatment of HIV is the ability of the virus to
mutate rapidly into drug-resistant variants [27]. A major target in HIV disease is its
protease (HIV protease receptor). Many studies have been developed to discover new
HIV protease inhibitors that aims principally to prevent viral replication by selectively
binding to viral proteases [28]. The following steps are used to derive our training
dataset.

Step 1: HIV protease inhibitors preparation. Firstly, we extract a set of HIV pro-
tease inhibitors in SDF format from ChEBI4 database (ID = CHEBI: 35660) that

Fig. 2. Ensemble-learning workflow.

4 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/.
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contains 23 inhibitors. Next, we generate the vectors of molecular descriptors of these
inhibitors using CDK toolkit.
Step 2: Dataset preparation. The dataset used in this study was established from the
open chemical database ChEMBL5. ChEMBL is a structured database, which is
containing more than one million bioactive drug-like substances. From ChEMBL
version 23, we extract randomly 50E+4 compounds. Next, we generate a vector of
molecular descriptors for each compound using CDK toolkit.
Step 3: Training dataset generation. To derive our training dataset (see Fig. 3) we
used Tanimoto index [29] to measure the similarity between two compounds (i:
compound, j: inhibitor). Tanimoto coefficient sim(i, j) can be calculated as follows:

sim i; jð Þ ¼
Pl

k¼1 xkixkjPl
k¼1 xkið Þ2 þ Pl

k¼1 xkj
� �2�Pl

k¼1 xkixkj
ð3Þ

Where l represents the number of descriptors and x represents the molecular descriptors
vector. The threshold values for similarity compounds are typically in the range of 0.8
to 0.9 [29]. We selected 0.9 as threshold to classify the compounds as inhibitors
(actives) and non-inhibitors (inactive).

5.2 Results and Discussion

We implemented the proposed approach using Spark 1.6 version, Hadoop 2.6 version
and Scala as programming language with Scala IDE for eclipse 4.3 version. The
configuration of the computer used for experiments is a local machine Intel Core i7
with 2.10 GHz speed and 8 GB of RAM.

Fig. 3. Pseudo code of training dataset deriving process.

5 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/.
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We created Spark Standalone cluster locally (see Fig. 4), we launched firstly one
spark master using the command line “bin>spark-class org.apache.spark.
deploy.master.Master”.

Next, we launched a set of workers using the command “bin>spark-class
org.apache.spark.deploy.worker.Worker spark://master URL”.
Where master URL takes format @IP:port (ex. 192.168.223.1:7077).

Precision Evaluation. To evaluate the predictive performance of our approach, we
used 10-fold cross validation technique, where the dataset is randomly divided into ten
subsets, nine of them are used for training and the last one is used as a test set to
validate the classifier [5]. We selected the precision as metric evaluation that represents
the fraction of correctly identified positives over the total amount of instances classified
as positive [19]. The results are illustrated in the following figure (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Example of locally Standalone cluster with three workers.

Fig. 5. Precision results for MLP, SVM and DT classifiers compared with ensemble learning
model (EL).
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The results show that Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier gave higher preci-
sion on our dataset than the other classifiers SVM and DT, while the ensemble learning
model (EL) made a good improvement in the results with precision up to 92%.

Scalability Evaluation. In order to evaluate the scalability of our approach, we carried
out a scalability test on two aspects: scaling with training dataset size (weak scaling)
and scaling with cluster size (strong scaling).

The figure below (see Fig. 6) shows the effect of training dataset size on the
execution time. With more instances, ensemble learning model takes longer to train.
These results are obtained for a number of worker nodes equal to 5.

The figure below (see Fig. 7) illustrate the obtained results where scaling the
approach with cluster size. We started with 2 workers, and the number of workers
increases in each test with 2 nodes. The results show that the time is decreasing

Fig. 6. Scaling with training dataset size (# instances).

Fig. 7. Scaling with cluster size (# workers).
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linearly, where with 2 workers the workflow takes average of 102 min to return the
results and approximately 11 min with 16 workers. We can say that ensemble learning
model is significantly faster when using more workers.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new approach based on ensemble learning paradigm
and Apache Spark to enhance the performance of large-scale virtual screening process.
We have used three classifiers which are multi-layer perceptron, decision trees and
support vector machines in combination to establish our ensemble learning model,
where the technique of aggregation was majority voting. The approach has been based
on master-worker Spark architecture, using standalone cluster manager and HDFS as
storage system. The implementation of ensemble learning in Spark has been via Spark
MLlib library. To evaluate the approach, we have generated a new training dataset. The
process of generation has been consisted of three steps using CDK toolkit and simi-
larity index Tanimoto. The obtained results have shown the effectiveness of our
approach with precision up to 92% in few minutes. As a future work, we plan to use
other machine learning models for instance deep learning architecture, with other Big
Data frameworks such as Sparkling Water (H2O) and DeepLearning4j to implement
the approach in Big Data context.
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